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INTRODUCTION 
WHEN STUDYING the cohomology of an arithmetic group F (here I = SMZ)), the first 
difficulty one encounters is that the quotient of the corresponding symmetric space by 
I is not compact. By a suitable compactification of this quotient, A. Bore1 and J.-P. 
Serre could overcome the difficulty and get some basic results of finiteness and duality 
about this cohomology. The method chosen here, which has been recently extended to 
other groups by A. Ash, consists in replacing the symmetric space by a “good” 
contractible subspace, whose quotient by I is compact. 
The second difficulty is that, in general, the action of I on the symmetric space is 
not free, A classical spectral sequence relates the cohomology of I to those of the 
quotient space and of the finite subgroups of I. We prove here that for SLO) this 
spectral sequence strongly degenerates. Furthermore the proof of this fact leads to 
distinguish between the p-parts of the torsion (p = 2 or 3). This fits with the new 
results of K. Brown about the T. Farrell’s cohomology: the part of the cohomology of 
F coming from its torsion elements can be computed separately and its p-torsion 
comes from the structure of its finite p-subgroups. 
The contents of this paper are as follows. First we describe inside the symmetric 
space X1 a “good” subspace X3 which is contractible and on which I operates, such 
that the quotient space X,/I’ is compact. The action of F on X3 is explicitly written 
down (X,/I’ happens to be contractible). 
In the second part one gets the cohomology of I from its action on X,. As the 
spectral sequence associated to this action degenerates (02.1) the computation of the 
integral cohomology ring of F (Theorem 4) can be achieved when knowing the one of 
its finite subgroups (the largest one is 9’.,). Extra results (82.3) are then inferred from 
those ones (cohomology of CL,(Z) with coefficients in the Steinberg module, stability 
for HJ(Q,, growth of the rational cohomology of the congruence subgroups). Fur- 
thermore we. show that the cohomology of the Steinberg group St,(Z) is periodic and 
we compute it. 
Finally, in a third section, we give a presentation of SL.(Z) generalizing the 
decomposition of SLQ) as an amalgamated free product. 
During this work, I took great benefits from the advices and ideas of A. Borel, K. 
Brown, R. Godement, J.-P. Serre, R. Steinberg, and P. Vogel. I should like to thank 
them warmly, especially J.-P. Serre who accepted to guide me along the whole work. 
This text is dedicated to Janey Goldman. 
41. A “GOOD” TOPOLOGICAL SPACE OPERATED ON BY S&(Z) 
1.1. Construction 
We denote by F = Z&(Z) the group of 3 x 3 integral matrices with determinant 1, 
and by X1 the homogeneous space of symmetric positive definite 3 x 3 matrices, up to 
scalars. A point in X, will be written !i when it is the class of a matrix h = (hii), or 
2wv 
h(u,u, w) when h = w 2 
( i 
u . The group F operates on X, in the usual way: if g’ is 
v u 2 
the transpose of g E F, and h[g] = g’hg, then h - g is the class of h[g] modulo the 
scalars. 
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Each orbit of I in Xi can be provided with a total pre-ordering. Let h, = h[g]. 
Then h < hi when the sequence of the diagonal coefficients of h is smaller than the 
one of h,. with respect to the lexicographic order in R’. As I is discrete, any subset of 
an orbit admits a smallest point for this pre-ordering. We write D, the set of points in 
Xi which are minimal on their own orbit, the so-called “reduced” points of 
Minkowski[U]. This is a fundamental domain for the action of I on Xi. 
LEMMA 0. (i) The following inequalities are suficient to define D,: 
hi; d hi+l,i+l, i = 1 or 2. 
h[u] 3 hii, 1 d i =Z 3, for any vector u with coordinates equal to 0, + 1, or - 1, such that 
the ith coordinate is not 0. 
(ii) Any equality h[u] = hii, with u in 2’ and h in D,, is such that u has its 
coordinates equal to 0, + 1, or - 1. 
The proof of (i) is due to Minkowski[lS] and (ii) follows directly when looking at 
his proof. 
Let Ik, k = 1 or 2, be the subgroup of I of matrices g such that gij = 0 when 
is k + 1 and j =Z k. Then Lemma 0 implies the following: 
LEMMA 1. Let h’ and h’ . g, g E I, be two points in D,. Then either g is in rk, or 
hkk = ht+,.k+, (k = 1 Or 2). 
Proof. The points h and h . g are equivalent for the pre-ordering. In other words, 
if g; is the ith column of g, hii = h[gi], 1 < i < 3. Let k = 1 or 2 and assume g is not in 
rk. Then there exists i and j with j < k < i and gij f 0. One gets h [gj] 2 hii z hjj = h [gj] 
and hu = hk+,.k+,. Q.E.D. 
Let us define ok (k = 1, 2 or 3) as the set of reduced points h such that 
hi, = . . . = hkk and call Xk = Dk - r the orbit of Dk under the action of r. 
THEOREM 1. The subspace X3 (resp. X2) is a deformation retract of X2 (resp. X,). 
COROLLARY 1. The space X3 is homotopically trivial. It is three dimensional and its 
quotient by r is compact. 
Proof of the corollary. As Xi is homotopically trivial, so is X3. Any reduced point 
h is such that Jh;jl Q (1/2)hii, therefore 4, and then X,/r, is compact. 
The end of this paragraph is devoted to the proof of the theorem. We shall make 
use of the “geodesic action”, defined by A. Bore1 and J.-P. Serre[3], of the kth 
maximal standard parabolic subgroup of SL,: 
Pk = {(gij) E SLJ such that gij = 0 whenever i b k + 1 and j C k} (k = 1,2). 
The group rk is 9(Q) n r and a maximal connected torus in 9(R) is 
WIk 
0 
O, O’ E RT, det (a,) = 1 
(rk is the k X k identity matrix). A point h in X can be written h = p7p, where 
p E 9(R). Let 6, = h 0 a, = (oyzWp) , o E RT. Such a point h, does not depend on 
the choice of p and the action of At on Xi obtained this way commutes with the one of Fk. 
LEMMA 2. (i) Let h be a point in D,. There exists a neighbourhood Vof 6 such that when 
DI * g meets V, then h . g-’ is in D,. 
(ii) Let r’ be a subset of r and k = 1, 2 or 3. Then Dk - I” is a closed subset of XI. 
Proof. One knows [2, Ch. l] that (0, . g),,r is a locally finite covering of XI. But 
4 . g is closed. This implies part (i). Furthermore, if 6, . g, is a sequence of points in 
4 - F’converging to h in X,, with h,,, in 4, a subsequence 6, * g will converge to h, hence 
this point belongs to Ok 9 r’. 
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LEMMA 3. Let h be a point in D, . rk. There exists a positiue real number wg such 
that, for any w greater than wO, h, is not in D, * rk. 
Proof. Let h = g’g where g is upper triangular with diagonal coefficient ti E RT, 
and 
p,(h) = (tJtz)(tz/td”’ (resp. p*(h) = (tl/t2)“*(t21t3)h 
The function &, k = 1 or 2. is continuous on X, and invariant under rk (since rk is 
discrete). The set D, is contained in a Siegel domain [2. Ch. 11. hence the quotients 
t,/tz and t2/t3 are bounded in D, and & is bounded in D, . rk. The formula &(&J = 
(w/w’)“*p~(&) ends the proof. 
LEMMA 4. Let h be a point in Dk . rk. There exists a real number ol > 1 such that for 
any w with 1 < w < w, 
(i) Either h is in Dk+, . Tt and h, is not in D, . rk. 
(ii) Or h is not in Dk+, . rk and h, is in Dk . rk but not in Dk+, . rk. 
Proof. (i) Assume 6 is in Dk+, - rk and g is in Tt with h . g in Dk+,. Write h = p’p 
A B 
with p = o C 
( ) 
in Pk(R) and g = (“0’ ,El). Let u be the last column of A’, u’ (resp. 
w) the first column of B’ (resp. C’), and h’ = h,[g] = (h[g]),. Then ht = 02]]A[u]]]2 and 
h;+,.h+, = w *]]A[ u’] + B[ w]]]* + o”]]C[ w]]]*. A s w# 0, and hk = h;+,.k+, when w = 1, we 
get h;+,.t+, < hLk as soon as w > 1. 
From Lemma 2(i), when w is close to I, A, cannot be in D, * g-‘, with g in rk, 
unless h . g is in D,, in which case h . g is in Dk+,, since Dk+, . r n D, = Dk+,. But we 
proved above that 6, * g is then out of D,. Q.E.D. 
(ii) We can assume that h is in Ok. Let I” be the subgroup of Tt of matrices of type 
g= 4 * 
( > 0 * 
and /r’ = &[g] a minimal point in A, . r’ (with respect to <). We shall 
prove that, whenever w is small enough, h” is in DA and not in Dk+,. 
First, when w is bounded g is in a finite set, so that we can assume g is constant. 
Let u be a vector with coordinates 0, + 1, or - 1. 
--If Vi = 0 for all i s k + I. and Uj# 0, we get, using the fact that & is in D,, 
h;i = w2hii s w *h[u] = h,[u] = h’[u]. 
-If i z k + I and Ui# 0, the vector u (or - u) is the ith column of a matrix g’ in r’, 
and the definition of h’ implies h:i C h’[u]. 
-If i > k + 1 and j s k, when w is small enough, we get h{i = h,[gi] > o*hti, since it is 
true for w = 1. Q.E.D. 
When h is a point in Dk - rk let w(h) be the upper-bound of the reals w such that 
ti,, iS in Dk 'rk for any W' in ]l,W[. 
By Lemma 3, w(h) is finite. 
LEMMAS. (i) The number w(h) is the smallest real number w > 1 such that h, 
belongs t0 Dk+, . rk. 
(ii) The function o(h) is continuous with respect to h and invariant under rk. 
Proof. (i) The p0iI-d h,(h, iS in Dk * rk by Lemma 2(ii), and in Dk+, . rk by Lemma 
4(ii). The Lemma 4(i) concludes the proof. 
(ii) The function w(h) is clearly invariant under rk. Assume it is not continuous, 
and A,,, is a sequence of points converging to ti in X, with 0(/r,,,)> w,,> w(h) for any 
m. When 1 < o zz uo, the points &,,, are in Dk . rk, and so is &, (Lemma 2(ii)). This 
contradicts the definition of w(h). 
If, on the other hand, A,,, and w. are such that 1 G o(&,) < oo< ~(6) for any m, 
taking a substance of A,,, we can assume o(&,,) converges to a real w G wo. The point 
h, is therefore in Dk+, . rk. This contradicts the first part of this lemma. 
Proof Of the theorem. Let us define a retraction of Xk onto Xk+, (k = I Or 2) as 
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follows. If h is in 4 and g in r let 
H’(h * g) = A&, * g, t E [O. 11. 
The retraction H is well defined because, if h * g equals A’. g’, with h and h’ in Ok, by 
Lemma 1, g . g’-’ is in Tt, unless h and h’ are in Dk+,. In the latter case w(h) = w(h’) = 
1, and in the former one o(h) = ~(6’) (Lemma 5(ii)), so that 
h&6, * g = (h&j * (gg’_‘)) * g’ = (6 . (gg’-‘)),tc6, * g’ = /&cr;,, * g’. 
By Lemma 5(i), the restriction of Zf to X or+, is the identity map. Furthermore H is 
continuous. To show this we look at its restriction to Dk * g with g fixed (Lemma 
2). From Lemma 5(ii). it is clear that &l;). g depends continuously on t and h. 
Q.E.D. 
Remarks. The retraction H commutes \ivith r. But it does not map Dk into Dk+,. 
Actually, D, is not geodesically convex[23]. 
The same construction for N_.,(Z) is due to J.-P. Serre[20]. In [25] it is extended to 
some fuchsian groups. It happens to fail for &Cd(Z), because the Lemma O(ii) is false. 
For instance the matrix(j,2 _i,, _!,, ! /I$ is reduced and so is its image by 
1 0 0 0 
1100 
i ) 
1 o 1 o . However, A. .4sh, using a new reduction theory, could construct a 
2 0 0 1 
“good” subspace for torsion-free subgroups of SL.(Z), n E N [ 11. 
The dimension of X, is the virtual cohomological dimension of Sf.j(Z). 
One can prove that X3 has the proper homotopy type of compactification of X by 
corners given in [31 (see [251). 
1.2. Description of the quotient 
We want to describe the quotient space Y = X,/r. 
The cyclic group with n elements will be denoted by Z., 9” will be the dihedral 
group with 2n elements, and 9” the nth symmetric group. 
Let Sq (-.9’.,) be the group of matrices in SUZ) such that each row and each 
column has only one non zero coefficient. It is both the stabilizer of h(O,O, 0) and 4. 
It permutes the four corners of this “truncated cube” (see the picture below). The set 
E of points h(u, o, ~1 verifying IwjG D s t =Z 1 and w - u - u +2 20 is a fundamental 
domain for the action of S, on DJ. The following points can be taken as vertices of a 
triangulation of E: 0 = h(O,O, O), M = h(1, 1, 1), M’ = h(1, 1, O), N = h(1, 1, l/2), N’ = 
h(1, l/2, - l/2), P = h(2/3,2/3, -2/3), and Q = h(l,O, 0). We shall see that this trian- 
gulation can be carried over the whole space X3. 
THEOREM 2. The action of r on E can be described by the fact that ql = 
( ) 
i 8 -y mapsM’,N’,QtoM,N,Qandq,=[i a _:)mapsN,N’,M’,Q 
to N’, N, M’, Q, and by the list below (the first column contains the equivalence 
classes of simplices under r, the second column gives generators of the stabilizer of 
the underlined simplex, and the third one gives the name of this stabilizer). 
it! 
M’ 
9 
N 
-, N 
j&V 
M’N 
M’N’ 
M’P 
N’P 
OM 
G!!2 
op 
M’PN’ 
i 
0 
-1 
0 
i 
0 
-1 
0 
( 
1 
0 
0 
( 
-1 
0 
0 
( 
0 
-1 
0 
( 
0 
0 
-1 
( 
0 
1 
0 
( 
0 
0 
1 
( 
-1 
0 
0 
( 
-1 
0 
0 
( 
-1 
-1 
1 
-1 0 
0 0 
0 -1 
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( -10 1 0 1 
0 -1 -1 0 
0 -1 
N 
0 0 
1 1 0 1 
0 0 -1 0 
0 -1 
1 1 I( 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
I( 
0 -1 
1 0 -1 0 
-1 -1 0 0 
-1 0 -1 0 
0 0 
j( 
0 -1 
0 -1 1 1 
-1 -1 
ii 
0 -1 
-1 0 -1 0 
1 0 0 0 
1 1 
0 1 
0 -1 I( 
-1 0 
0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
0 1 
0 0 I( 
0 0 
0 -1 
-1 0 
0 0 -1 0 
0 1 
I( 
0 0 
1 ‘0 0 -1 
0 0 0 -1 
0.1 
I( 
-1 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 
)i 
0 -1 
.o -1 0 -1 
-1 0 -1 1 
-1 
0 94 
1 1 
0 
1 94 
0 i 
0 
1 96 
-1 1 
0 
0 94 
-1 i 
0 
0 92 
1 i 
0 
0 94 
-1 1 
0 
1 94 
0 ) 
-1 
0 93 
0 i 
0 
-1 9a, 
0 i 
0 
0 93 
-1 1 
-1 
0 92 
0 ) 
N’Q 
NQ 
ON’ 
OM’ 
OMN 
OM’N 
OMQ 
OPN ’ 
OM’P 
ON’Q 
i 
-1 
0 
0 
( 
0 
-1 
0 
( 
-1 
0 
0 
( 
0 
-1 
0 
( 
0 
-1 
0 
( 
0 
-1 
0 
( 
-1 
0 
0 
( 
-1 
0 
0 
( 
0 
-1 
0 
( 
-1 
0 
0 
5 
0 0 
0 1 1 i 0 
-1 0 
0 0 
0 -1 i 
0 0 
0 
1 
1 0 i 
-1 0 
0 
0 
 -1 i 
-1 0 
0  0 1 -1 
-1 0 
0 
0 
 -1 i 
0 0 
0 -1 
-1 0 1 
0 0 
0 
1 
1 0 i 
-1 0 
0 
0 
 -1 i 
0 0 
0 
1 
1 0 i 
The other simplices have trivial stabilizers: ONQ, OM’Q, OM’N’, MNQ, M’NQ,_ --____- 
M’N’Q, OMNQ, OM’NQ, OM’N’Q, and OM’PN’. 
Sketch of the proof. From Lemma 0, if an element g of r is such that D, . g meets 
D,, the coefficients of g are equal to 0, + 1, or - 1. The set of such matrices form ten 
double classes modulo S4, with representatives 
(i x 8)(% ; i)(% ; y)ii b p)(% 8 i)(i ; / 
(i 1 -i)(i -! !)(I: p :)and(-i p i). 
We compute separately the action of each of these classes on E. 
1 1 0 
For example, let us consider the class S4gS4 of g = 0 1 0 (it is the most 
( 1 0 0 1 
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complicated one). We remark that g commutes with g’= and maps 
h(u, v, w) to the class of 2 + w 4 + 2w u + v . Thus a point x in D3 fl D3 . g-’ can 
V u+v 2 
be written as x = h(u, v, - I), and x * g = h(u + v, v, 1). Let sgs’ be the generic element 
in S4gS4, and x’ = x - s-‘, x” = (x * g) - s”. Whenever X’ and x” are in E, they are in the 
convex hull of A4, M’, N, N’, and Q. By linearity of the action of r, it is sufficient to 
study how these points can be mapped into E by elements of S4gS4. 
Let x’ = M. The stabilizer of M in S4 is the set of permutations of U, v and w. 
Necessarily x = h(- 1, 1, -1) (or x=h(l,-l,-l)=h(-l,l,-l)*g’) and x*g= 
h(0, 1, 1) (or h(0, 1, l)g’), so that x” can only be M’= h(1, 1, 0). and s’ is 
(-! -8 -3 (1 : 1) 
0 or 1 0 0 . The following matrices of S4gS4 map M to M’: 
(H -/ $(_8 -; -H)(B -p g(-; _g _i,(-8 -i -i,(; _g %) 
(b -8 -i)(b ; 8)(-p % 8)(_! 8 i)(-P -% $4 -; -8) 
Let x’= M’. As g-’ is in S4gS4, the inverses of the matrices above map M’ to M: 
(8 -p %)( _I _; -;)(-p ; g(-; _p _J(_H -; _J(% ‘8 -p) 
(_! j -i)(-i 8 8)(8 -; ii)(! 8 -i)i-; _; _A)({ -1 -8). 
It can also happen that x = h(-1, 0, -1) x * g = h(-I, 0, I) (up to g’) and x”= M’. 
Therefore the stabilizer of M’ contains 
(B -K _I)(: -i -b)(-K i -!) and (-i a -1). 
Let x’= N. The stabilizer of this point in Sq contains (-8 -i _I). We see that 
x = h(- l/2, 1, - 1) or h( 1, - l/2, - 1) (up to g’) and x” = N or N’. The point N’ is fixed 
by (i -: 1). 0 - 1 The result is that the stabilizer of N contains 
[i _: _H)(-Y i B)(i -% _!I and (i -i 8), 
and that N is mapped onto N’ by 
(-8 -i -i)(i -i -p)(i -1 a) and (A % _y). 
Let x’= N’. We get x = h(1/2, l/2, - 1) and x”= N. The point N’ is mapped to N 
by 
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Let x’ = Q. Its stabilizer in S4 contains 
and x = h(0, 0, - l), x” = Q. Hence the stabilizer of Q in F contains 
So the study of the action of S4gS4 on E shows that q, maps M’, N’ and Q onto 
M, N and Q and that q2 maps M’, N’, N, Q onto M’, N, N’, Q. The computation is 
analogous for the other double classes, and the description of the stabilizers is then 
straightforw.ard. 
A verification of this computation is given by the fact that the alternative sum of the 
inverses of the orders of the stabilizers above is zero (it is the virtual Euler-Poincart 
characteristic of F[21]). Furthermore it fits with the list of conjugacy classes of finite 
subgroups of S&(Z) given by K. I. Tahara[28]. 
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COROLLARY. The quotient Y = X,/I’ is homotopically trivial (see also [19]). 
Proof. Let us call r the projection of X3 onto Y. The space Y may be built with 
four three-dimensional cells, each of them being attached to the preceeding ones along 
one or two of its faces, and the corollary follows. One attaches p(OM’QN’) with 
r(OM’iV’P) along P(OM’N’), then w(ONM’Q) along r(NM’Q), and finally 
r( OMNQ) along P( ONQ) U w( QMN). 
2.1. Arbitrary coefficients 
52. COHOMOLOCY 
(a) Preliminaries. Let X be a contractible space on which a discrete group I’ acts, 
7r the projection from X to Y = X/r, ET+ BT the universal r-bundle, A a I-module, 
and H”(I’, A) the nth cohomology group of r with coefficients in A. It is well-known, 
and it follows from the Leray’s spectral sequences associated to the projections 
XxrEI+BT and XxrEr-,X/T, that H”(I’, A) is the limit of a spectral sequence 
whose second term is EzP.4 = FZp( Y, Zr4), where the sheaf %‘r.’ comes from the 
pre-sheaf which associates to any open subset U in Y the equivariant cohomology 
group Hr’(r-‘( U), A) of rTT-‘( U) with coefficients in A. In our case, the action of I is 
discontinuous, so that the fiber of %‘r’ at a point n(x) E Y, is isomorphic to Hq(r,, A), 
where I, is the isotropy group of x in I. Furthermore, we have got an explicit 
triangulation of X = X, such that r operates simplicially and “without inversion”: the 
isotropy group of a simplex u fixes each point in (T. So the sheaf %r’ is an “abstract 
sheaf” (in the sense of [ 131) and HP( Y, %‘r’) can be computed in a combinatorial way 
(see also [21]). 
We shall also use the recent results of F. T. Farrell and K. Brown[5,6]. They 
define a family of torsion groups I?“(r, A), with n E 2, generalising the Tate’s 
cohomology of finite groups. Roughly speaking, it isolates the part of the cohomology 
of I coming from the torsion of I. These groups have the following properties: 
In the situation above fi”(I’; A) is the limit of a spectral sequence whose second 
term is 
l?2p*q = HP( Y, 2?rq>, with %?rq(r(x)) = fiq(rx, A), q E 2. 
Let I’ = S&(Z) and St the Steinberg module for the rational vector space Q’. There 
exists a long exact sequence 
. . * + w(r, A) + Ayr, A) + H2_.(r, St@ A) + w+yr, A) --,. . - 
For instance, when n > 3 the groups H”(T, A) and fi”(r, A) coincide. Furthermore 
there exists a morphism of spectral sequences from Ezpvq to &p*q which is an 
isomorphism when q > 0, since for a finite group Hq = fiq when q > 0. 
(b) Cegeneration of the spectral sequence (general case) 
LEMMA 6. Let Y be a topological space, F0 C F, C * * * C Fk = Y a filtration of Y by 
closed subsets, and 6 a sheaf on Y such that for any index i smaller than k: 
Either Fi+l- Fi, Fi+, - Fi, and Fi tl (Fi+, - F;) are contractible and the sheaf @ is 
constant on F;+, - Fi. 
Or the restriction of @ from Y to Fi+l - Fi is null. 
Then the injection F,,+ Y induces an isomorphism 
H*(Fo, 4, z H*(Y, 8). 
Proof. This lemma comes from the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequences 
. ..~H.“(E;:+,-~,~)‘H”(~+,.~)-,N”(~,~)-,H,=+’(4+,-Fi,~)‘... 
and 
. . .~H,“(F;.+,-F;.,~)~H”(E+,-F;,,4’)-,H”(Fi fl(fi+r-F&4’)+* *. 
where 6’ is the constant sheaf on Fi+l - F which coincides with 6 on Fi+r -1 E. 
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This lemma will be applied to Y = X,/F and to the sheaves %‘&,. I= 2 or 3. whose 
fiber at r(x) is the I-torsion of fi4(Fx, A). Let us denote by Yz the image in Y of the 
segments OQ, OM’ and M’P, and by Yj the image of Q and 0. 
PROPOSITION 1. The imbedding of Y, into Y induces an isomorphism 
H*( Y,, 9&,)) : H*( Y, &&J. 1 = 2 or 3, q E z. 
Proof. 
Case 1 = 3 
LEMMA 7. Any imbedding y3 + sP4 induces an isomorphism 
fiq(%P4r Ah3, = fiV’3, A)t3,, q E z. 
Proof of the lemma. The groups 9d and y3 have the same 3-Sylow subgroup: Z3. 
This group is simple and Norm yd(Z,) = y3, so the “stable” cohomology classes [4, p. 
2571 are the same for Y’., and y3. Q.E.D. 
The proposition follows from Lemma 6 with 6 = %‘irC3, and F0 = ~(0) U r(Q), 
F, = r(Q) U r(OM), F2 = r(Q) U n(OM) U ?T(OP), F3 = Y (see the list in 8 1.2). 
Case I= 2 
LEMMA 8. Any imbedding Z2 + 9, induces an isomorphism 
fi’(Y3, A)(?, = fiq(Z2, A), q E Z. 
Proof of the lemma. The group Zz is its own normalizer in Sp, and the stability 
condition is empty. 1 
The Lemma 6 can now be applied to 6 = %$, and F,, = 
r(OQ) U n(OM’) U r(M’P), by attaching successively r(N’P), ?r(M’PN’), 
n( OM’P), m(OPN’), r( OM’N), n( OMN), P(OMQ), n(ON’Q), and what is left to 
obtain Y (see 0 1.2). 
COROLLARY. (i) I?“(SL3(Z), A)(3,= fi”(y3, A)o, 0 fi’(%,, A)(3J (see also [5]). (If A is 
constant we find Ao, + Ac3, if n = 0 (mod 4) and 0 otherwise). 
(ii) There exists a long exact sequence 
. . . + ti”(SL3(Z), A)(z) -%i”(%)~*,)3 x fi”(%)U 
-%“(92, A) x fin(Z2, A) x I?(%, A) + I+‘+‘(SL3(Z), A)c2,+. - . 
where cp is the product of morphisms of restriction and S is given by the system of 
restrictions associated to the inclusions below 
96 94 94 94 
92 ZZ 94 
The image of j, (resp. j2) is (resp. is not) in the alternate group z14, and the imbediings 
i, and i2 are not conjugate in 94. 
Proof. From Proposition 1, the 3-torsion of I?2p.4 is zero for p >O, so 
fi”(SL,(Z). A),3, = fin(gp4, A)(3,@fi”(~36, A)(,,. The injections considered in (ii) are the 
ones from the isotropy groups of OQ, OM’, M’P into the isotropy groups of 0, Q, 
M’, P, which have been computed in 81.2. 
(c) The case when 6 is invertible in the module of coeficients 
Proposition 1 shows that, if q > 0, E2P.q = g2p.q is 0 for p # 0, 1 and is killed by a 
power of two when p = 1. The groups E2p.o are still to be computed. 
THEOREM 3. (i) Let the product by 6 be an automorphism of A. Then 
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H”(SL3(Z), A) = Ez”.‘. 
(ii) In all cases E,“*’ = 0 when p > 3 and 
E;.’ = A/[A’l + Ai + A” + (4,; + q, + 1) . A + (APl II A”I)], 
where A8 is the set of elements in A fixed by g, x + A is the image in A of the product by 
x E Z[T], and sI, s2, s3, ql, pI, m, are the matrices below: 
(-1 -i _81(8 _p -K)(k ; a,(! 8 Jj(‘i _I -g 
q; Ij I,. 
Proof. (i) In the case considered here, E2p.q = 0 for q > 0. 
One could also say that the chain complex of X3, tensored by A, is a resolution of 
this r-module by projective modules of finite type. 
(ii) Define a right action of r on A by a + g = g-’ * a. The groups HP( Y, %‘r”) are 
computed combinatorially as follows. Let C’(Y, %‘r”) be the cochains of Y with 
coefficients in Zr’, that is to say the functions cp which associate an element 
q(a) E H”(T,; A) = Aru to any p-dimensional simplex u of X3 in such a way that 
(p(u * g) = q(a). g, provided with the coboundary coming from the simplicial structure 
of Y. Let us choose a set S, of representatives modulo I of the p-dimensional simplices 
of X3 (for instance the ones in the list of Theorem 2), and for any u E S, some elements 
gi(o) E r such that 
da = 2 (- I)‘ai * gi(a)* with oi E Sp-,. 
i=O 
The abelian group C”( Y, %‘r”> is isomorphic to the set of functions q associating 
q(u) E Arm to any u in S,, and the coboundary is then defined by the formula 
(a+))(o) = z. (- l)‘Cp(Ui) * gi(U), if (p E Cp-‘( Y, Z:) 
(N.B.: this formula does not depend on the choice of the gi(u)‘s). 
It is clear that EzoVo = Ar. In the general case it looks difficult to give. a simple 
formula for Ez’*’ and Et*‘. On the other hand, E23,0 = C3( Y, %r”)/S( C*( Y, %!r’>> is given 
by the formula above. Actually C3( Y, %‘r”) is isomorphic to A4 and, if p E C*( Y, 2:) 
one gets 
(SP)(OMNQ) = (p(MNQ) - V(ONQ) + (p(OMQ) - (p(OMN) 
(G)(ONM’Q) = (p(ONQ) - (qzq,) . a(MNQ) - q(OM’Q) - up(ONM’) 
(GpKOM’N’Q) = (p(OMIQ) + q, . (p(A4NQ) - cp(ON’Q) - (p(OM’N’) 
(&p)(OM’PN’) = (p(M’PN’) - p(OPN’) + (p(OM’N’) - (p(OM’P). 
It is easily shown that any cochain 4 E C3( Y, %‘r’) is cohomologous to a cochain I,!/ 
satisfying JI’CONM’Q) = @(OM’N’Q) = +V(OM’PN’) = 0. So one must solve the sys- 
tem of equations 
and 
a = (%)(OMNQ) 
(Sp)(ONM’Q) = (Sq)(OM’N’Q) = (Sp)(OM’PN’) = 0. 
One obtains 
a = (I+ 41 - qzq,)dMNQ) + p(OMQ) - cp(OMN) - p(ON’Q) - (p(OM’p) _ +,(OPN’) 
- v(ONM’) + &f’PN’) 
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and this element runs over the group 
(1 + q, - q>q,)A + A“ + AS’+ A’) + (A” II A”‘). 
The conclusion then follows from the fact that s2 = q2 * q,’ is of order two. 
2.2. Constant coefficients 
In this paragraph, the module of coefficients A will be 2, with trivial action, and 
the integral cohomology ring of a group G (resp. the Tate cohomology of G) will be 
denoted by H*(G) (resp. e*(G)). 
(a) Cohomology of the finite subgroups of SL(Z) 
We shall use the following results. 
TXOPOSITION 2. (i) H*(Z,) = Z(t) with dot = 2 and 2t = 0. 
(ii) If*(9J = Z[x,. x2, x3. x4], with d”xl = d”x2 = 2, d”x3 = 3, d”x4 = 4, and the defining 
relations 2x1 = 2x2 = 2x, = 4xq = 0, and xl2 = x1x2 = xs2 + ~2x4 = 0. 
(iii) H*(S“4)m= Z[y,, y2, ~~1, with d’y, = 2, d”y2= 3, d”yJ= 4, and the defining 
relations 2y, = 2y2 = 4ys = 0, y14 + yz2yl + y,y12 = 0. 
PROPOSITION 3. (i) Let i, (resp. i2) be an imbedding into .Y4 of ga4= 
(a, 6: a4 = b2 = (ab)*= 1) such that i,(b) is in the alternating group sd., (resp. 
i2(b) 6? 9p.J. Then 
ii(yJ = xi, it(y2) = x3, i:(h) = x4 + ~2~ 
(rev. G(h) = XI + x2, if(y2) = x3, it(y9 = x4+ xzZ). 
(ii) Let j, (resp. j2) be an imbedding ofZ2 into sd4 (resp. into sP4 and not into &). Then 
jT(yl) = jT(y2) = 0, jW3) = t2 
(resp. j%y,) = t, ji(y2) = 0, jt(y3) = t2). The morphisms jl” and j2” are trivial when n < 0. 
(iii) Any imbedding of ka2 into g6 induces an isomorphism 
tin(96)(2) GI?(LT~~), n E Z. 
PROPOSITION 4. (i) If n E Z, Z?“(974) = it(fi”(SPq)) + i?(fin(Y4)). 
(ii) The ring R = i:(H*(Y4)) f~ ir(H*(Y’J) is generated by zI =x3, z2 = x4+x2’, 
z3 = x,x4 with d”z, = 3, d”z2 = 4, d”zs = 6, and thedefining relations 2~1 = 4~2 = 2z3 = 0 and 
zs2 = Z3Z12. 
Proof. Proposition 2(i) is well known. 
Proposition 2(ii): The integral cohomology groups H”(9a3 have been computed by 
S. Hamada[7]. If we use the additive notation and write pZ, the direct sum of p 
copies of Z,, their list is 
n (2m+l 4m 4m+2 
H”(94) I mz2 Z4 @ (2m)Z2 2(m + 1)Z2 
We must find the multiplicative structure of this cohomology ring. The group 
94 = (a, b; a4 = b2 = (ab)2 = 1) can be described as an extension 
(E) l-*Z4-,94-*Z2-, 1, 
where Z4 is generated by a and Z2 by the image of b. The Hochschild-Serre spectra1 
sequence associated to (E) is such that E zprq = HP(Z2, HP(Z4)), and it converges to 
HP’q(94). But Zf*(Z,) = Z[s], with d’s = 2 and 4s = 0, and, as s is the image of the 
identity Z4+Z4 by the Bockstein morphism, the group Z2 operates on the algebra 
H*(Z4) by s +-s. We get 
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E20’* = Z[s’] + 2sZ[s*] 
E ‘“+I.* = (2Z[s2] + sZ[s*])/2sZ[s*] 2 
E2 2n.* = (Z[s2] + 2sZ[s2])/2Z[s2] 
E2**’ = Z[t], with d 0 t = 2 and 2t = 0. 
4 
z2 z2 z2 z2 z2 z2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
Z z2 z2 z2 z2 z2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
Z: z2 z2 z2 z2 z2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
, 
Z 0 z, 0 z, 0 p 
The product in the bigraded algebra E2p74 is induced by the one of H*(Zd) = 
Z[s][4, p. 2521. So this algebra is generated by elements x;, xi, xi, x; with respective 
bidegrees (0,2), (2,0), (1,2) and (0,4) and they satisfy (x;)~ = (xi)* + x:x$ = 0. The list 
given by S. Hamada implies H”(gJ = ,+9_ E2P*q, so that Ezpmq = EmPsq and H*(94) is 
generated by elements xl, x2, x3 and x4 with degrees 2,2, 3 and 4, and 2x, = 2x2 = 2x3 = 
4x4 = 0. 
The elements xl and x2 are chosen with the help of the filtration 
O+ E22.0= H*(Z,,Z)+H*(9,)+ EzO’*= H*((a))~+O. 
Let 62 be the Bockstein morphism coming from the exact sequence of coefficients 
0 + Z 2 Z + Z2+ 0. The eleme’nt x2 = xi in E22*0 . IS by definition 6,(x;), where x$ is the 
morphism such that x;(a) = 0 and x$(b) = 1. We take as a representative of x; E E2”* 
the element xl = a2(x’,‘), where x;(a) = 1 and x’;(b) =O. As (xi)*= 0, one gets x,~= 
7x1~2 +l xz*, y, E E Z2. When restricted to (b) (resp. (ub)) this relation gives l = 0 
(resp. y = I), and x,**= x1x2. 
The element x3 is defined unambiguously, but the element x4, which is mapped 
onto xi by H*(g4) + H*(ZJ, is determined modulo x1x2 and x2*. The relation (xi)’ = 
X:X; gives ~3~ = ~4x2 + 7x,x2* + l xz3, y, E E Z2. Taking x4 + 7x,x2 + l x2* instead of x4, one 
finds xj2 = x4x5. 
The graded algebra H’ generated by x,, x2, x3, x4, submitted to the relations of the 
proposition is such that any .of its element is an integral combination of the monomials 
X,LX4Y, x3x,I’x4”, X2'X4" (p > 0), and xJxzcx4” (CL > 0), and any integral relation between 
these monomials comes from their torsion: we shall say that they form a “Z-basis” of 
the Z-algebra H’. It follows that the Poincart series .zo rk(H’“@ZW is equal to 
(2~~ + 73 + ?)/( 1 - r2)( 1 - TV) and coincides with the one obtained for H*(%) from S. 
Hamada’s result. So the relations given in the proposition are sufficient to define the 
algebra H*(g4). 
As the extension (E) is trivial when restricted to (b) (resp. (ab)), we get that the 
restriction of x,, x2, x3, x4 to (b) (resp. (ub)) is equal to 0, t, 0,O (resp. t, t, (X0). 
Propositions 2(iii), 3(i) and 3(C): 
From [4, p. 2591, it is an isomorphism from H*(y4),2) to, the stable elements Of 
H*(5Y4). Let sP4 = (a, /3; a4 = /3’= (c+)~ = 1) and define a morphism of type i, by 
i,(a) = /Ilap and i,(b) = a*. 
Some representatives of s”, modulo i,(g4) are a and @. Furthermore 
i,(a4) II (ai,(CJJa-‘) = i,(g4) II (a-‘i,(gJa) 
= i,(%) n (Pi,(%)P) = (a*, Ba’B) = i,((a2, b)) 
and a (resp. /3) induces on this group the permutation of a2 and bu2 (resp. b and a*). 
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Let k be the imbedding of (a2, b) into (a, b). The extension (E), when restricted to 
(a’, b), is 
1 -+(a2)+(b, a2)+(6)+ 1. 
The Kilnneth formula shows that H*((a2, b)) = H*(& x 2,) = Z[u,, u2, uJ with 
d”ul = dou2 = 2, d”u3 = 3, and the relations. 2u, = 2u2 = 2~~ = 0 and u? = 
u,uz2+ u2u12, where u1 = a2u;, u2 = S2u& with u;(a2) = 1, u;(b) = 0, u;(a2) = 0, u;(b) = 1. 
It follows that k*(xl) = 0, k*(xz) = ~2, k*(xJ) = u3, and the relation ~3~ +~2x4 = 0 shows 
that k*(x4) = u,‘+ ulu2. 
The permutation of b and a2 (resp. b and ba2) maps uI, u2, u3 onto u2, ul, u3 (resp. 
uI + u2, u2, ~3). So iT(H*(Y4)) contains xl, x3, and x4 + x22. Let us define yl, y2 and y3 by 
the equalities iT(y,) = x,, it(y2) = x3 and it(y3) = x4+ x22. One can show that these 
elements generate H*(Y’4)(3 by decomposing a stable element with respect to the 
“Z-basis” we gave above. An imbedding of type i2 is the composition of an imbedding 
of type i, with the (exterior) automorphism of g4 which maps a onto a, b onto ab, and 
then xl. x2, x3, x4 onto xl + x2, x2, x3, x4. The Proposition 3(i) follows. 
The first part of Proposition 3(ii) is clear from what we know about the restrictions 
from g4 to Z2. The morphism fi”(ka4) + fi”(Z2) is zero. on elements of order less than 
8, so the integral duality [4, p. 2601 implies that j,” and j2” are null when n CO. 
The relation yt4+ yz2yl + y3y12 = 0 comes from the ones between the XI’S* The 
algebra defined this way admits as a “Z-basis” the monomials y,“yt”, yly2“y3’ (v > O), 
y3’y2” (p > O), which is equivalent to the one obtained by considering the stability 
condition in N*(g4). This concludes the proof of Proposition 2(h). 
Proposition 3(iii): 
The group 9, = (a, b; a6 = b2 = (ab)’ = 1) contains three copies of g2, conjugate to 
each other, whose pairwise intersections are equal to the center (a’). When x E 
A*(!&), the stability condition is (with the notations of [4]) 
i((a3), 92)(X) = (c.)i((a’), 92)(X). 
But fin(Z2) = Z2 or 0, so that this condition is always fulfilled. 
Proposition 4(i): 
First, the group it(H*(Y4)) + i?(H*(TY4)) is a subalgebra of H*(g4) since x,(x, + 
x2) = 0. It contains xl. xl + x2, x3, and x4 + x2’, so the proposition is proved for n 2r 0. 
Next, when n 5 0, we use the duality fi-P(G),1 Hom(fiP(G)C2,, Zs) defined by 
(q(x))(y) = x - y [4, p. 2601, G = B4 or Spq. The morphisms iT and is are dual to the 
transfer maps t, and r2, because of the formula &(x - it(y)) = h(x) * y [4, p. 2561, k = 1 
or 2. We then have to show that Ker(t,) fl Ker(tJ = 0. Let x be in Ker(t,). We know 
that t&xx,) = t,(x . iT(y,)) = t,(x) - yI = 0. But xx, is in Im(it), where tt is injective. So 
xx1 = 0 and, as it can be shown from the “Z-basis” of H*(9,), x must be in the ideal 
generated by xl + x2. If x is in Ker(t2) it must be divisible by xl. As x,(x, + x2) = 0, we 
get Ker(t,) fl Ker(r2) = 0. 
Proposition 4(ii): 
It is clear that zl = x3, z2 = x4 + x2’ and 
23 = X,(X4 + X22) + Xi3 = (Xl + X2)(X4 + X22) + (XI + X2)3 + Xg2 
are in R, and that zj2 = z3.z12 = xt2xz. One shows that zlr z2, 23 generate R by applying 
k* to the “Z-basis” of if(H*(Y4)) given above. A “Z-basis” of the algebra defined by 
z32 = z3z12 is the set of monomials z,“z2” and z~zI'z~". The PoincarC series 
so rkW”OZ2P “=((1+76)/(1-73)(1-74))-1 
coincides with the one coming from Proposition 4(i), whose coefficients are 
2rk(H”(y4)@ Z2) - rk(H”(94) @ Z2). Hence the relation zj2 = z3zt2 is sufficient to define 
R. 
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(b) Integral cohomology 
Let us recall that ~2, denotes the direct sum of p copies of Z/C 
THEOREM 4. (i) If n > 0, then H”(SL,(Z)) ;I?‘(SL&)). 
(ii) There exists an exact sequence of abelian groups (n E N) 
O+A”(SL~(Z))(*, %P(Lf&)@ An(~~),2,~;Pi”(~~)(2,~,Ei”(ka,)0 A”(Z,)+O 
where cp is given by restrictions (see 2.1(b), Car.) and 6 by the system of imbeddings 
c 94 z2 
(iii) The integral cohomology of the groups S&(Z) and GMZ) is gioen by the list 
below 
n H”(SL3W) H”(GL3W) 
- 
12m + 1 
12m +2 
12m +3 
12m+4 
12m+5 
12m +6 
12m+7 
12m+8 
12m +9 
12m + 10 
12m + 11 
12m + 12 
(6m P2 
@m)& 
(6m + 2)Z2 
2Z3@2Z&(6m )Z2 
(6m + 1)Z2 
(6m + 4)Z2 
(6m + 3)Z2 
223 @ 224 @ (6m + 1)Z, 
(6m + 5)Z2 
(6m + 5)Z2 
(6m + 4)Z2 
223 0 224 @ (6m + 5)Z, 
(36m2 + 6m)Z2 
(36m2+ 12m + 1)Zz 
(36m2 + 18m + 2)Z2 
223 @ 224 @ (36m2 + 24m + 3)Z2 
(36m2 + 30m + 5)Zz 
(36m2 + 36m + lO)Z2 
(36m2 + 42m + 12)Z2 
2Z3 @ 2Z4 @ (36m2 + 48m + 14)Zz 
(36m 2 + 54m + 2O)Z2 
(36m2 + 60m + 26)Z2 
(36m2 + 66m + 29)Zz 
223 @ 224 @ (36m2 + 72m + 35)Z; 
(iv) The ring H*(SL3(Z))(2, is generated by elements a,, ~2,. . . , ~7, with respectice 
degrees 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 6, 6, submitted to the defining relations 2u, = 2u3 = 4~3 = 4~4 = 
2us = 2us = 2u7 = 0, and 
U7UI = U7U4= U7U5= U7Ug= U2ll1= U2U4 = U2U5 = U2& = 0 
U72 + U7U22 = U3U4 + U1ll5 = U3U6 + U31112 = U3U6 + Uj2 = 0 
u,ug + u4u5 = u3u42+ l&2 = usug + u+,2 = 0. 
Proof. (i) The sheaf %‘r” is now the constant sheaf Z and, as Y is contractible 
(corollary to Theorem 2), we get E2”’ = 0 if p > 0. 
(ii) and (iii) The 3-torsion is obtained directly from the corollary to Proposition 1: 
H*(SL3(Z))C3, is the product of two algebras isomorphic to Z[t], with dot = 4 and 
3t =o. 
As for the 2-torsion, the Propositions 3(ii), 3(iii) and 4(i) show that the morphism S 
is surjective. 
One verifies (for instance with the Poincare series) that H”“2(sP4) = H”(y4) 0 422 
and H”+12(g4) = H”(Bd3 @ 622, SO that H “+‘2(SL3(Z)) = H”(&(Z)) @ 622. The com- 
putation of the first twelve groups is achieved by calculating the Poincare series 
modulo 7”. 
As GL3(Z) = X3(Z) x Z2, its cohomology is given by the Kiinneth formula 
H”(GL,G)) = ‘,+j& HPG2) 0 H4(SL3(Z))) 0 C,+,o,+, HPW2) * H4(SJ-3(Z))) 
(one computes first H”+” from H”). 
(iv) The morphism cp: H*(SL3(Z))o, +H*(sP,),,,@it-‘(R), which is a product of 
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two restrictions, is multiplicative. Its image is the set of elements (y, z) such that 
j?(y) = j:(z). From Proposition Z(iii) and 4(ii), we get H*(9’&, = Z[y,, yz, ~31, with 
2y, = 2yz = 4~3 = Y,~+ yz2y, + y3y,‘= 0, and, if R is as in Proposition 4, i:-‘(R)= 
Z[z,, ~2, ~31, with 2z, = 4z2 = 223 = z3* + z3z, * = 0. Furthermore jf(y,) = t, jf(yz) = 0, 
jf(y3) = t*, jt(z,) = 0, jt(z2) = t*, and jt(z3) = 0. The elements ul = ~2, 112 = zI, u3 = 
y,*+ z2, u4 = y,*+ y3, us = yIy2, u6 = yIy3 + y13 and u7 = z3 are then in cp(H*(SL3(Z))&. 
The relations u7u, = . . . = u2& = 0 come from YiZj = 0. The relation Z32 = Z3Z,' implies 
U7* = U7U**, and the other relations result from the one between the yi’s. One verifies 
that a “Z-basis” of the algebra defined this way is composed of the monomials u,“u3”, 
u5u ,lrU3”, U5U,pU4y (Y > 0), UIpu4” (V > 0), U2’U3” (p > 0), u7@u3”, and u&4”, which iS 
equivalent to the “Z-basis” y,“‘, y,‘y2” (v > oh y,yZ’y3” (CL > 0, v > oh Y3”Y2’ (cc ‘0)~ 
Y,Y3" + Ylzp+', z,"z2" (p > 0), and z~z,~z~“, obtained by taking the “Z-basis” of H*(y4)(2, 
and i?-‘(R) and writing down the condition jf(y) = j?(z). 
2.3. Other results 
(a) Cohomology with coeficients in the Steinberg module: 
Let St be the Steinberg module for the rational vector space Q”. The homology of 
GL.(Z) with coefficients in St occurs in the exact sequences of D. Quillen[l81, which 
can be used to compute the K-theory of Z by unstable methods (see [lo]). 
THEOREM 5. (i) 1f.n < 0, there is an exact sequence 
O+ zj”-‘(Z* X Z,)+ A”(GL3(Z)),*, -n + H (94 x z2):2,--+ Eiy94x Z*)-,O. 
(ii) 1f n > 3, fi*-“(GL3(Z)) is isomorphic to H,(GL3(Z), St). 
(iii) We have Ho(GL3(Z), St) = H,(GL,(Z), St) = 0, H2(GL3(Z), St) = Z,2, 
and H3(GL3(Z), St) = Z @ 2Z2. 
Proof. (i) The morphism fi”(Y4 x Z2),2, @ fin(Y4 x Z&Z)+ I?“(94 x Z2) induced by 
i, x id and i2 x id is surjective (Proposition 4(i)), but, for n < 0, any restriction 
fi”(Y4 x Z2)+ fi”(Z2 x Z,) is zero (Proposition 3(ii)). So the spectral sequence coming 
from the action of GL3(Z) on X3 (note that the center Z2 acts trivially) is such that 
E2pV’ = fip(Z2 x Z,) if p < 0, and this implies (i). 
(ii) and (iii) The F.-T. Farrell and K. Brown’s exact sequence (see 62.1(a)) implies 
(ii). The first terms of this exact sequence are 
0 + ti-‘(GL3(Z)) + H3(GL3(Z), St) + H”(GL3(Z)) + fi”(GL3(Z)) 
+ H2(GL3(Z), sf)+ H’(GL3(Z)) + fi’(GL3(Z)) + H,(GL3(Z), St) 
+ H’(GL,(Z)) + fi2(GL3(Z)) + Ho(GL3(Z), St) + 0. 
Since H” = fin when n > 0, we get H,(GL,(Z), St) = H,(GL3(Z), St) = 0. With the 
help of Theorem 4(ii) we compute fi”(GL3(Z)) = Z3 @ Z3 @ Z4@ Z,& and the mor- 
phism from H”(GL3(Z)) = Z onto fi”(GL3(Z)), because of its restrictions to finite 
subgroups, is the product of the projections of Z onto Z, r = 3, 4, 16. Hence we 
obtain the exact sequence 
0+2z2-‘H3(GL3(Z), St)-‘Z-‘Z,@ Z,@ Z,@ Z,,5+ Hz(GL,(Z), St)+0 
and the theorem is thus proved. 
(b) Stability 
From 92.1(b), H3(GL3(Z))(3,= 2Z3. Let GL,(Z) be the infinite linear group over Z, 
Gt,(Z) = U GL,(Z). The computatioh of K3(Z), due to R. Lee and R. H. Szczarba[lOl, 
II>0 
implies H3( GL,(Z)),3, = Z3. 
THEOREM 6. The injection GL3(Z) + GL,(Z) induces an isomorphism from each of 
the two factors Z3 = H3(.Y4 x Z&3, onto H3(GL,(Z))(3,. 
Proof. The factor Z3 coming from the isotropy group of 0 is in the image of H3(X3), 
TOP VOL. 17 NO. 1-B 
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where & is the group of 3 by 3 permutation matrices. M. Nakaoka’s results[l6] show 
that H&)o = H&Jo, (with Z, = U 2.). But the Hurewicz theorem (relatively to the 
II>0 
class of finite 2-groups) and a result of D. Kahn and S. Priddy[8] imply 
H3c43, = H3(=0+)(3, = ~3WPm’)o, = (T3’)(3). 
It has been shown by D. Quillen that the third stem 7r3’ is mapped injectively into 
J&(Z). So, since &(Z)o, = 0, Hr(S.43~ = &(Z)o, = P~(BGL,‘(Z))W = &(GL&Z))W. 
The second factor Z3 comes from the stabilizer of Q, which has for 3-Sylow 
subgroup the cyclic 
GL3(Z[1/3]) we have 
1 0 
1 -1 
1 1 
. But in 
so that the two factors 2, have the same image in H3(GL3(Z[1/3]))t3,. The localisation 
exact sequence in K-theory shows that K.(Z[1/31)~3~ = ~n(-Qd~81 and 
H3(GUZW31))(3j = H3(GL.4Z))o,= 2,. The commutative diagram below ends the 
proof: 
H3(GL3CW3, - H3(GL4%3, 
J J 
H3(GLdZr l/31)),,, - ~3(GLmU[1/31))~3,. 
(c) About congruence subgroups 
Let G be a Chevalley group defined over 2, m an integer greater than 2, p a prime 
number, G(Z) the group of integral points of G, G, its congruence subgroup modulo 
m. Let us assume G has the following property: 
(*) The dimension of any non-trivial representation of G(Z/pZ) can be expressed 
as a strictly increasing function of p. (This result has been shown for most groups G 
by G. Lusztig[ 111). For any m in N, let p(m) be the greatest prime number dividing m. 
Let K be a field of characteristic zero and h’(m) the dimension over K of the ith 
cohomology group of G,,, with constant coefficients K. It does not depend on the field 
K, because of the universal coefficients theorem. 
THEOREM 7. (i) Let i be u natural integer. Then 
Either H’(G,, K) = H’(G(Z), K) for p large enough. 
Or li;ip h’(m) = +-. 
(ii) Let G = SL3. Then 0 = h’(m) = h’(m) for i 2 4 und,(ik h’(m) = ,(;k h*(m) 
= +a. 
Proof. The Shapiro’s lemma shows that 
H’(G,,, K) = H’(G(Z), Homo, (Z[G(Z)l, K)) = H’(G(Z), K[G(Z/pZ)Ih 
and that 
H’(G,, K) =I H@,(m), K[GpdGmI). 
Let K be the field of complex numbers. As the identity is a direct factor in the regular 
representation of a finite group, one gets h’(m)2 h’@(m)). Furthermore one can 
decompose the (left) regular representation of G(Z/pZ) 
pp = 10 (T np.jppj), n,j E N, ppj E G&3, 
so that 
H’(G,, K) = #(G(Z), K) @ (0 n,jH’(G(Z), Vpd), 
i 
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where VP, is the space of the representation pp.j acted on by G(Z) through G(Z/pZ). 
(i) Since np.j = dim pP,i is a strictly increasing function of p, the number 
dimK (n,,jH’(G(Z), Vp,j) either is zero for almost all p or has + m as superior limit when 
p tends to +m. 
(ii) For G = SL.3, the property (*) was first proved by R. Steinberg[26]. One can 
use two other pieces of information. First a theorem of D. A. Kazdan says that 
h’(m) = 0[9], and second the virtual Euler-Poincart characteristic of S&(Z) is 
zero1211, so that, if m > 3, 
O=x(G,)= l-h’(m)+h’(m)-h3(m)= l+h*(m)-h’(m). 
Let us restrict ourselves to a prime number m = p (it is possible since h’(m) L 
h’(p(m))), and assume that, for a given j. H’(G(Z), Vp,j) # 0 (i = 1 or 2). Then h2(p) and 
h’(p) are greater than np,i - 1. 
Actually one of the numbers h’(p) and h’(p) is necessarily non zero since 
1 + h2(p)- h3(p) = 0, and it is not equal to 1 because H2(SL3(Z), K) = 
H3(SL3(Z), K)) = 0 (Theorem 4). Q.E.D. 
2.4. Cohomology of the Steinberg group 
Let r = St,(Z) be the Steinberg group defined by generators and relations as in [ 141 
or [27]. It is a central extension of SL3(Z) by Z2. 
THEOREM 8. (i) There exists a cohomology class 5 in H4(k, Z) such that, for any 
f-module A, the cup-product by 5 induces an isomorphism 
- U 5: H’(i;, A) + Hk+4(l=, A) 
as soon as k > 3 in general, and k > 0 when A is constant. 
(ii) The ring H*(f, Z)(z) is gener$ed by elements ul. u2, u3, with respectiue degrees 3, 
4, 4, submitted to the defining relations 221, = 4u2 = 16~3 = u,' = ulu~ = u2u3 = 0. Hence 
H’(f, Z) = HZ@, 2) = 0, H3(f, Z) = Z,, H4(f, 2) = 216 @ Z4 @ Z3. 
Proof. (i) The group St,(Z) is a subgroup of d = St3(R), the universal covering of 
SL3(R)[27, 671. The maximal compact subgroups of St3(R) are isomorphic to the 
spinor group k = Spin,(R), i.e. the group of quaternions of norm 1. As R is the 
sphere S3, any finite subgroup of St,(Z) acts freely on S3, hence has period 4 [4, p. 
3581. We shall proceed as B. B. Venkov did for unit groups in a division algebra[29]. 
Since the group k acts freely on d by left translations, there exists a spectral 
sequence whose second term is E2 p*4 = HP@, H’(6)) converging to H”(f\G) (see 
§2.l(a) or [4, p. 3551). As z is a retract of d and p preserves the orientation of d, we 
have E2p*q = 0 if q# 0 or 3, and the only non-trivial differential is d4P’: HP@, Z)-* 
HP+‘@, Z). 
Let 6 = dso’(l). For any finite subgroup II in f, we shall show that the restriction of 
Z to II is a maximal generator of H’(lI,Z) [4, p. 2601. From the Iwasawa decom- 
position of G we know that II\G is homeomorphic to (II\R) x R3, hence the spectral 
sequence associated as above to the action of II on d is such that d4p3 is an 
isomorphism when p > 0 and an epimorphism when p = 0. Comparing the spectral 
sequences we see that f restricts onto a generator of H’(II, Z). 
When A is an arbitrary f-module, the “fundamental theorem” in 1291 concludes 
the proof. This theorem uses the action of f on G/R = Xi, and since F\X, = F\X, is 
contractible (51.2, Cor.) the same argument gives the lower bound for periodicity 
when A is constant. 
(ii) The group i; = St,(Z) acts on X3 through its projection (9: f --, F = SL3(Z). The 
spectral sequence thus obtained can be deduced from the one of F by replacing each 
isotropy group by its pull-back in f. 
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LEMMA 9. (i) The isotropy groups r o, fu,, l=r are isomorphic to the Schur’s group 
94 = (&, p, l ; cG4 = p* = l , (@)3 = 1, e* = I). 
The group rM’p is isomorphic to the generalized quatemion group 
94 = (a_, 6; 64 = 62, &a = 6). 
The group For is isomorphic to 2,. 
(ii) H*(Z4) = Z[f], with do;= 2 and 4t= 0. H*(s4) = Z[f,, z2, f3], with dOz, = d”fz = 
2, d”f J = 4, and the defining relations 22, = 2f2 = 16f3 = zr2 = ,?,j2 = f,* = 0. ~*(.5?~)(~, = 
Z[j,, jJ with d”jl = 2, d”jz = 4, and the defining relations 2j, = 1692 = f,* = 0. 
(iii) If iis an imbrdding of 94 into g4, then tr*(f2) = 5, and i;“(j,) = f, or 3, f g2. 
Let i; (resp. i;) be the imbedding of f oMz into fM. (resp. fo). Then fi(f2) = k t”, 
,?j(y’~) = k ?, fi(F,) = 0, and f$y’,) = 2t! 
Proof of the lemma. (i) The structure of periodic 2-groups is known [4, p. 2621 and 
k~, is not cyclic, hence IMP = g4 and foM, = Z4. The morphism H*(%, Z,)+ 
H2(g4, 22) is injective, hence there exists a unique central extension of .Y4 by 22 
which covers cp: L2,+d4. The group 94 is the one, the map g4+.Y4 being given by 
a’ -_, Q, @ + p, d -+ 1 (see Proposition 2 for notations). 
(ii) The cohomology of g4 is well known 14, p. 2531: JY’(~!~) = H3(s4) = 0, H2(S4) = 
2Z2. JZ4(S4) = 2i6. It is clear (using, for instance, the integral duality theorem) that 
x’, = cp*(x,) and ft = cp*(x~) generate H*(S,) (see Proposition 2). The multiplicative 
structure is obtained similarly to the one of H*(Q4), from the extension 
The image of H*(y4) in H*(g4) contains f3, because of the periodicity. It contains 
also (io.cP)*(H2(Y’4)), i.e. x’i or ii + i2, according to the imbedding .C!4+ g4 we use. In the 
same way, for any imbedding 5 Z4+g4, _?(y’*) must be a generator of H4(Z4). The 
image of f, is deduced from the corresponding imbedding Zz+ Y.I (see Proposition 3). 
End of the proof of Theorem 8. It is clear that H*(r)o,~* H*(f‘)& so we are only 
concerned with the 2-torsion. The spectral sequence associated to the action of I‘ on 
X degenerates as the one of I (the analog of Lemma 8 and Proposition 3(iii) is seen to 
be true using Hoschild-Serre spectral sequences). Its second term comes from the 
system of inclusions 
-94 z4 
and, because of the preceeding lemma, E3p.4 = Empsq is as follows: 
The generator of E312 will be uI and u2 (resp. u3) will map to a generator of H4(I=,J (resp. 
H”(I=,)). The multiplicative structure is then clear. 
03. THE GROUPS SLJZ) ARE LIMITS OF FINITE GROUPS 
3.1. Preliminaries 
Let G be a group and (Gi)ie, a family of subgroups of G. We shall say that G is 
the sum of the groups Gi, amalgamated on their intersections, or, more briefly, that G 
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is the “amalgam” of the groups Gi, i E 1, when the (universal) property (A) below is 
true [20]: 
(A) Let H be any group provided with a family of morphisms cp;: Gi+ H, i E I, 
such that the restrictions of vi and qj to Gi n Gj, (i, j) E I’, coincide. Then there 
exists a unique morphism cp from G to H whose restriction to Gi is vi, i E I. 
This property says that G admits a presentation of a certain type. 
LEMMA 10 (see also [24]). A group G is the “amalgam” of subgroups Gi, i E Z, if 
and only if it has a presentation G = (x; %) such that 
(i) The set of generators Z is the union of subsets Zi, indexed by Z, each xi 
generating Gi. 
(ii) Any relation r in .% can be written with letters belonging to a same subset Zi. 
Proof. Assume G has such a presentation and pi, i E Z, is a family of compatible 
morphisms from Gi to H. An extension cp must verify cp(g) = vi(g) when g E Zi. As 
C = itJ,X, such a cp is unique. It is defined with no ambiguity since, if g E Gi fl Gj, 
pi(g) = vi(g). Furthermore, by (ii), the image of a relator r is q(r) = pi(r) = 1, since vi 
is a morphism. Hence cp does define a morphism extending the vi’s to G. 
The converse is easy: take Ci = Gi, and write the relations of product in each of the 
Gi’s, i E 1. 
Let us also recall the following result of A. M. Macbeath and A. Weil[ 12,301: 
LEMMA 11. Let X be a topological space, acted on by a group G (on the right), and 
U a connected open subset in X. Assume that X is connected and simply connected 
(and locally so), and that X = U (U) . g. Then G is generated by the elements g such 
gEo 
that (U) . g fl U is not empty, submitted to the relations expressin& that g * h * (gh)-’ = 1 
as soon as lJ n(U) + g fI( U) . gh is not empty. 
3.2. The group SL.(Z) as an “amalgam” 
One knows that SL,(Z) is the “amalgam” of a copy of &, generated by 
and a copy of &, generated by this using 
the tree acted on by SL,(Z). The space X3 constructed in part I is the analog of that 
tree for SL,(Z) and will be used to prove that SL.(Z), for n a positive integer, is the 
“amalgam” of a finite number of its finite subgroups. 
N.B.: The “amalgams” here considered are not defined along a tree. Actually J.-P. 
Serre has shown [22] that SL,(Z), n 23, cannot be an amalgam along a tree of non 
trivial subgroups. 
THEOREM 9. (i) The group SL3(Z) is the sum of the isotropy groups of the vertices of 
E (i.e. four copies of c?‘~, one of gas and two of B4), amalgamated on their intersections. 
(ii) When n 2 4, the group SL.(Z) is the sum of 8. 
0 
y copies of .Y.+, 9. y 
0 
copies 
of Ed.%, 3 * 
0 3” 
copies of g6, and 
0 : 
copies of Z4 x Z,, Z~X Z4, and Z, x Z,, amal- 
gamated on their intersections. 
Proof. (i) Let us call Z’ the set of elements g in I such that En E . g is not empty, 
and W’ the one of pairs (g, h) in x” with E fl E . h n E - gh# 8. From Lemma 10, P is 
generated by E’ with relations g * h - (gh)-’ = 1 when (g, h) is in W’. 
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The set Z’ is compqsed of the set 2 of elements fixing a vertex of E. and of the 
set T of elements mapping M to M’, M’ to M, N to N’ or N’ to N. As for W’, it is 
the union of the set W of pairs (g, h) where g and h fix a same vertex, and of the set 
W” of pairs (g, h) such that h maps M to M’ (resp. M’ to M, N to N’, N’ to N) and g 
fixes M (resp. M’, N, N’), or such that h fixes M (resp. M’, N, N’) and g maps M’ to 
M (resp. M to M’, N’ to N, N to N’). 
It will be proved that r = SC.&?) is generated by ZZ, submitted to the relations 
expressing that g * h * (gh)-’ = 1 as soon as (g, h) is in W. The theorem (i) will then 
follow from Lemma 10. 
First the set T may be replaced by T’ of elements mapping M to M’ or N’ to N (if 
g is in T, g or g-’ is in T’) and w” by the set W”’ of pairs (g, h) such that h maps M to 
M’ (resp. N’ to N) and g fixes M (resp. N’), or h fixes M’ (resp. N) and g maps M to 
M’ (resp. N’ to N), (provided one adds the-relations (g)-’ = g-’ when g and g-’ are in 
T’, but this can be deduced from the other relations). 
Let9’=(! i -Y)and9J=[i _p _q).AnyelementgmappingMtoM’ 
(resp. N’ to N) can be written g = 93~1 (resp. g = 9,n) where M (resp. n) fixes M’ 
(resp. N), and, since these identities appear in the relations g . h . (g/z)-’ = 1 with (g, h) 
in W”‘, one can replace E U T’ by Z U {9’, q3} = C, with the relations below: 
(1) g . h . (gh)-’ = 1 when (g, h) E W. 
(2) q3. m . (q3m)- = I when q3m E Z and M fixes M’. 
(3) 9’ * n * (9,nF’ = 1 when q,m E 2 and n fixes N. 
(4) q3. m e n-’ . q,-’ = I when q3m = q,n. 
(5) g . q3 - m = q3. (q,-‘gq3m) when g fixes M and m fixes M’, 
(6) h . ql - n = q, - (q,-‘hq,n) when h fixes N’ and n fixes N. 
We must prove that (1) implies the other relations. 
First (1) allows us to replace (5) and (6) by 
(5’) q3m(q3)-’ = (q3mq3-‘) when m fixes M’. 
(6’) q’n(q,)-’ = (q,nq’-‘) when n fixes N. 
The explicit computations of Theorem 2 show that the isotropy group of M’ in r is 
generated by 
m’=(_! 1: -i) and mz=(-8 i -y) 
with the relations mz4 = ml2 = (m2ml)3 = 1. So r~’ is also generated by 
m’m2’m’m2 -‘=[i i _:),mlm2m’=(-a -i _j, 
m2m tm2 -‘=(i -1 ;I. 
But the first of these elements is in To and the others are in rN. As q3 is rN and in To, 
the relations (5’) are consequences of (1). 
In the same way, rN, being generated by 93 and sl = (-1 -i _!), with the 
relations q32 = s,* = (slq2)4 = 1, is also generated by q3 and q3sl. As q3 and 91 are in To, 
(I) implies that 9, . q3 * (q’)-’ = (qlq3q,-‘). Furthermore qlq3sI, q3-‘q’-’ and sl are in 
rM,. so (I) and (3) imply 
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4l.(q3~I)'(4*)-'=(4l43sl)~(~,)-' (from (3)) 
= (wJ3SI) * b3-'q,-') * (w?3q,-') (in r~) 
= ~4,~3~,~3-'~,-')~~~,~3~,-') (in rM’) 
= w?3w3-’ (in TN,). 
To show that (2) and (3) are consequences of (l), we use the computation of FM 
and rN. The element q3 fixes N and Q, and the other elements who fix a vertex and 
are in q3. rw are q3mlmz2m,, q3mz3m,m2, q3m2m,m23 (they fix N), and q~m~mlm22ml 
(it fixes Q). Thus (1) implies (2). In the same way, the only elements q,n, n E rN, fixing 
a vertex of E are qlq3, which fixes Q, and qlslq3sl, qlslq3, and qlq3slr which fix M’. 
But (q3sl)’ and s, fix both M’ and N. So (1) implies 
(q,s,q3s,)= (qlq3)*(43h)2 (in TM-) 
= 41' q3* (43sl)2 (in r,) 
= 4l.(Sl43Sl) (in rd. 
Similarly qlq3 fixes M’ and q3slq3 fixes N and M’, so that 
(4,s,q3)= (q,q3)* (q3s,q3) (in TM’) 
= 4,' q3*(q3s,q3) (in r,) 
= 41*(s,q3) (in r,). 
Finally sl fixes M’ and N, so that (q,q3sI) = (q,qJ * sI = ql * (q3sl) and (1) implies (3). 
On the other hand there is no relation (4). Q.E.D. 
(ii) One knows that 5X.(Z) is generated by elements eii, 1 c i# j s n, with the 
relations 
and (eiie,T’eii)4 = 1 [ 141. 
(eij, ekl) = 1 if j# k, and i# 1 
(eij, ekl) = eil if j=k,andi#f 
We shall denote by Xii, 1 C i# j d 3, such generators for X3(Z), and by s., and q4 
the matrices (i 9 -8) and (% _I _g). We have xz3=sqq4 ands:=q:=l. 
Call qiik the imbedding of SL3(Z) into X,(Z) mapping xl2 (resp. x2,, xr3, x3,, ~23, ~32) 
onto eii (resp. eii, eik, ekj, eik, eki) (the indices i, j, k are assumed pairwise distinct). Let 
(G,),,, be the family of subgroups of 5&(Z) considered in (i) (i.e. the isotropy 
groups of vertices of E), and G the group generated by the union of the cpiik(G,), 
a E A, with the relations expressing the products in each of the Cpiik(G,) together with 
the relations of commutation below 
(*) 
and 
((Pijk(S4)r qi'j'k'b4)) = (pijk(q4), qi'j'k'(44)) = 1 
((piik(s4), (Pi’j’k’(q4)) = 1 
when (i, k} n{j’, k’} = 4. From Lemma 10. it will be sufficient to prove that G is 
isomorphic to SL.(Z). 
First, one defines a morphism + from G to X,(Z) by (L((piik(g)) = qiik(g) when g is 
in a G, (the relations (*) are clearly verified in SL.(Z)). 
On the other hand, the part (i) of this theorem implies that one can define 
morphisms $ijk from SL3(Z) to G, which coincide with qijk on G,. The map $’ defined 
by $‘(eik) = ~ijk(x23), for some choice of i, can be extended in a morphism from X,(Z) 
to G. Actually the following is true in G: 
Gijk(x23) = hjk(x23) 
(because ~23 = s4q4 and s4 and q4 belong to a group G,), 
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(Because X23 = SIXI~SI, SO that $ijk(slgsl) = $jik(g) as SOOn as g and slgsl are in the union 
of the G.‘s, and x23 is the product of such elements g: 
x23=(! a _j. [b 1 _p) (see $I.?)), 
and Gijk(x23) = @ikj(x32) (Same argument as above, using sz = 
instead of SI and the decompositions 
From those equalities one infers: 
($‘(ejk), $'(qk')) = (++(Saq4). (pi’rp(Sdq4)) = 1 when k# j’, and j# k’ (use also (*)). 
($‘(eij)* $‘(ejk)) = (ct)ijk(xlZ), hjk(x23)) = (Pijk(XI3) = @‘(eik) (i#+). 
(~‘(eij)Jl’(eji)-‘r’(eij))4 = (~kij(x23)~kij(x;:)sckij(x23))4 = 1. 
So I,!/ can be extended in a morphism from Z,,(Z) to G. The morphism t,Y is the 
inverse Of $I because (/I 0 @ijk = Qijk (by definition Of $ and @ijk), and 4’ 0 (pijk = @ijk (from 
the properties of 4’). Q.E.D. 
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